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Peugeot signs contract to
assemble cars in Kenya

EXPERT COMMENT
ALY KHAN SATCHU

Connecting the dots,
food prices, the
weather and Laikipia

A

number of stories caught my attention last
week. The UN Food and Agricultural Organisation
said that its food price index rose 16.4 per cent
from a year before to the highest level since
February 2015. Sugar prices jumped 45 per cent from a
year before and 10 per cent month-on-month. Cereal
prices hit a six-month high with wheat, corn and rice all
increasing. Food prices reached an all time high in 2011 and
surely one of the conditions precedent of the Arab Spring.
People may vote with their pocketbooks, but more often
than not, they revolt with their bellies [Joshua Keating
Slate] If you want to predict where political instability,
revolution, coups d’etat, or interstate warfare will occur,
the best factor to keep an eye on is not GDP, the human
development index, or energy prices.
“If I were to pick a single indicator—economic, political,
social—that I think will tell us more than any other, it would
be the price of grain,” says Lester Brown, president of
the Earth Policy Institute, who has been writing about the
politics and economics of food since the 1950s.
Interestingly, President Daniel Arap Moi understood
this correlation very well and interventions like ‘’Nyayo’’
milk were introduced. In an election year, food prices need
to be damped down otherwise it can metastize into a big
political head-wind.
Last Year was the hottest on record and its following
on a series of hottest years on record. Parched conditions
scorches yields. It is estimated that 18 out of the most 20
affected [by climate change] countries are in Africa. Famine
is threatening Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan and Yemen.
The Kenya Red Cross has cranked up its interventions.
Reports out of Laikipia last spoke to a dystopian
situation. Reuters reported armed cattle herders have
been flooding onto farms and wildlife conservancies in
drought-ravaged northern Kenya, leading to violence
in which at least 11 people have been killed and a tourist
lodge torched, residents said on Thursday. You could
argue that Laikipia finds itself in the eye of the storm. That
storm is being a cocktail of global warming [which has
reduced available pasture] and a surge in livestock +76%
as per the International Livestock Research Institute in
Nairobi. Exacerbating the situation, the value of cattle has
increased dramatically, making it a smart investment for
urban elites, a mobile bank account hidden from scrutiny
and taxation [Reuters]
ILRI’s Joe Ogutu pronounced
“At the basis of all this is the human population
explosion” According to Tristan Mcconnell writing in
France24, Last month perhaps 30,000 livestock arrived
on Mugie, displacing wildlife. The illegal herders - some
armed with spears, others with AK47s -- cut through
fences, making off with wire and posts. The shooting,
looting, poaching and rustling that accompanied them left
Perrett despondent. “Twenty years of time, effort, sweat,
money... it’s fallen apart in two weeks, destroyed,” says the
35-year-old.The cause and effect for the current situation
is being disputed.County Commissioner Onesmus Kyatha
said the situation was under control and blamed drought in
the region for the tensions. “It is a conflict over pasture,” he
said. “Once the rains come, they will leave.”
Francis Narunbe, a local chief of the Turkana tribe.
“The drought has been a problem for years but people
have been living peacefully. This (flare-up) is because of
politics.”
Martin Evans, head of the Laikipia Farmers’ Association.
“There’s political incitement.”
The bottom line is we will need more political will
because it seems to me Laikipia is a laboratory experiment
and where just about everything is colliding.
Aly-khan is a financial analyst .

L to R: Barclays bank diversity & inclusion council Chairlady Hannah Gitau and
Ruth Mwaura, Barclays’ women network forum, present a cheque for Sh1 million
to Doris Mayoli, founder Twakutukuza Trust and Musili Kivuitu, Twakutukuza board
trustee, following a funds drive that was ran last year in support of Twakutukuza
during the bank’s breast cancer awareness week. /COURTERSY

REUTERS AND WILLIAM MWANGI/ France’s PSA group, the
maker of Peugeot, Citroen and DS cars, said on Saturday it had
signed a contract to start assembling two car models in Kenya.
PSA, which wants to reduce its dependence on European sales,
will assemble the Peugeot 508 and 3008 SUV models from
kits of pre-assembled modules with local partner URYSIA, its
long-standing Kenyan importer and distributor.The venture
will initially produce about 1,000 vehicles annually, PSA said.
The Peugeot brand previously assembled vehicles in the
country between 1974 and 2002. President Uhuru Kenyatta
has welcomed the company saying the plant will help create
jobs, as well as promote sale of vehicles assembled and built
for Kenyans, by Kenyans and in Kenya, in support of the ‘Buy in
Kenya and Built in Kenya’ initiative.

INCREASING CAPACITY

Malindi airport work
85% complete - KAA

This involves the construction of the new ultra-modern terminal
building, which is able to handle 500 passengers per hour
BY ALPHONCE GARI
@alphonce2011

Work on the Sh1billion phase one
expansion of the Malindi International airport is 85 per cent complete, the
Kenya Airports Authority has said.
This involves the construction of
the new ultra-modern terminal building, which KAA said is complete and
is able to handle 500 passengers per
hour.Malindi Airport manager Walter
Agong said expansion of Apron, modern car park and security fence was
also 85 per cent complete.
He said KAA spent Sh380 million
to upgrade the apron which can hold
four code (C) aircrafts equivalent to
Boeng 737.Speaking with journalists
after a tour of the facility, Agong said
the car park being built will have a capacity to accommodate 50 more cars,
bringing the airport’s total capacity for

vehicles to 100.
“The Projects are part of the bigger
plan the government has for Malindi
airport, inadequate land is the major
problem, currently we are doing what
is within the airport land,’’ he said.
Agong said the National government was in the process of acquiring
land which will be done in two phases
beginning with Kwa Chocha south
area, which will be used for the expansion of the car park, construction of a
business center, increase capacity for
hangers and other airport facilities.In
phase one he said already the government has injected Sh300 million that
was deposited to the National Lands
Commission accounts, to compensate
both land owners and squatters.
“National Lands Commission has
gazzetted the portion to be acquired,
within the stipulated period by law.
People will be paid for the airport to
undertake the expansion,” he said
“People have been given time to either

query or give their views on the acquisition of the land by KAA, ’’ he said.
The Airport manager said phase two
of the Malindi Airport expansion of
the runway shall include acquisition
of 308.8 acres of land, to enable the
runaway expand from 1.4 kilometres
to 2.5 kilometres.He said surveyors are
on the ground mapping out the area.
Last year, the National government
embarked on a multibillion programme for expansion of the Malindi
international airport to enable bigger
planes land directly from Europe, a
boost for the tourism sector.
As the rest of the coast region, hotels and households in Malindi and
Watamu heavily rely on international
tourists mainly from Italy. The two resort towns are served by the Malindi
airport. Italian investors have been
calling on the government to expand
the airport.A number of Italian investors have invested billions in the hotel
industry and holiday homes.
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